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Acceleration
Distance of closest earth approach
Deuterium
Neutron production fraction
Helium 3
Hydrogen
Fusion power gain
Mass
Asteroid mass
Time varying part of the spacecraft mass
Time
Power
Thrust
Exhaust velocity
Applied accelerations
Atomic number
Ratio of magnetic pressure to plasma pressure
Fusion power to thrust conversion efficiency

1.

Introduction

Asteroids pose a major threat to the earth;1 therefore, many methods have been proposed for deflecting
asteroids. These include vaporizing the asteroids with lasers or nuclear explosives, using a solar sail or
e-sail,2 imparting an immediate velocity change through high speed kinetic impact, changing the albedo of
the asteroid such that its orbit is altered using solar pressure, using the gravitational attraction between the
asteroid and the spacecraft,3 focusing sunlight to burn a hole that enables passive propulsion from outgassing,
and others. This paper explores the use of a rocket engine based on nuclear fusion to rendezvous with and
move an asteroid. The engine is based on a 5 MW Direct Fusion Drive (DFD)4–6 and is presented in the
context of a conceptual spacecraft. The transfer orbit to the asteroid is developed along with the strategy
for moving the asteroid. The benefit of using the DFD is that it can apply moderate variable thrust with
high exhaust velocity, enabling it to reach asteroids more quickly and impart more delta-v than traditional
propulsion methods.
The paper is organized as follows. We first provide an overview of the DFD design, with a brief discussion
of the fundamental physics behind the technology. The reader is referred to previous publications4–6 for a
more in-depth presentation. We then examine the threats posed by asteroids of different size, considering
their relative likelihood and risk. Next, we discuss the overall mission design. We begin by describing the
spacecraft design and concept of operations, followed by a deflection maneuver strategy that is based on
achieving a desired relative state in “b-plane” of the encounter. We then present an analysis of the deflection
capability for an asteroid half the size of Apophis, and conclude with an example deflection maneuver.

2.
1.

Direct Fusion Drive Design

Overview

The Direct Fusion Drive (DFD) is comprised of multiple innovations that together yield a safer, more
compact, and lighter-weight engine that directly produces a high exhaust velocity and medium thrust, and in
addition produces electrical power. The field-reversed configuration (FRC) allows for magnetic confinement
with a simpler, more natural geometry for propulsion than, for instance, a tokamak. The increased safety is
due to the choice of an aneutronic fuel, D– 3 He. The plasma is heated by an odd-parity rotating magnetic
field (RMFo ), which is predicted to promote better energy confinement, hence allow smaller, more stable
engines. Other advantages include a small start-up system and a variable thrust propulsion system for more
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flexible mission designs.
Much of the sub-systems and physics described below have been presented in more detail in Refs. 4–6.
2.

FRC

The DFD design is based on on-going research with the Princeton FRC-2 (PFRC-2) and Magnetic Nozzle
Experiment (MNX) at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. The PFRC-2 machine, the fourth prototype
of six planned, is shown in Figure 1. In the PFRC, the plasma is shaped by the magnetic field, such that:
a separatrix divides the closed-field region from the open-field region. Field-shaping coils that are magnetic
flux conservers surround the plasma. Between the plasma and inner wall of the chamber is a scrape-off-layer,
through which additional propellant can flow.

Figure 1. Plasma production in the PRFC-2

Figure 1 shows PFRC-2 under test at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. Testing of this machine
will be complemented by a recently awarded research grant to study magnetic nozzles. The results of both
experiments will guide the design of PFRC-3 that will be the last step before building a burning plasma
machine.
3.

Aneutronic D – 3 He Fuel

The DFD is powered by burning D – 3 He fuel, which only produces neutrons in some side reactions. Thus,
D + 3 He
D+D
D+D

→

4

He (3.6 MeV) + p (14.7 MeV)

(1)

→ T (1.01 MeV) + H (3.02 MeV)

(2)

→

3

He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV)

(3)

where the values in parenthesis are the energy of that particular fusion product. Minimizing neutron production is crucial for space propulsion because it reduces the required shielding and consequently reduces the
size, mass, and cost of the spacecraft. Additionally, the use of D – 3 He increases the fraction of power available for propulsion by decreasing the energy and quantity of neutrons produced and completely eliminates
the need to breed tritium (T), in contrast to reactions based on D –T.
There are a number of methods for further reducing the tritium and neutrons, as we have previously
discussed including fine-tuning the stoichiometric ratio of the reactants and rapid tritium removal. Furthermore, our RF plasma heating method could reduce the fusion energy of D –D lost in neutrons from 33% to
under 0.5%, by tailoring the ion energy distributions, based on work done by Cohen and Liu.7
4.

The RMFo Heating Method

Beyond neutron reduction, the RMFo heating method was chosen because it allows for more stable confinement and a more compact reactor. For an FRC reactor to burn its D – 3 He fuel mixture, the 3 He and D
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average ion energies must achieve values of around 100 keV and 70 keV, respectively. Too large or dense an
FRC is not well heated, such that an optimum FRC for RMFo heating of ions to 100 keV and above has a
radius in the range 20-30 cm. This places a lower limit on the confinement time required, no worse than a
fifth of the benchmark classical value. Choosing the RMFo ’s frequency and amplitude properly allows ions
to be pumped up, repeatedly, to energies near the peak of the D – 3 He fusion cross-section and then returned
to the bulk temperature. This is a conservative process that increases the fusion rate and decreases neutron
production, per Rider.8
Add to these effects that D – 3 He fusion produces neutrons that have only one-sixth of the energy of those
produced by burning D –T and the larger surface to volume ratio (∝ 1/radius) for a small FRC compared
to a large tokamak (20 cm vs. 10 m) and an additional 10,000-fold reduction of neutron power load on the
wall is obtained. The shielding requirements for this type of small, clean reactor are far less than for a D –T
fueled fusion engine.
The RMFo method, in addition to reducing neutron production, also offers the possibility of a novel,
direct energy extraction method from the fusion products. The same rotating azimuthal electric field that
heats the ions can be used to extract energy from the 3.6 MeV alphas and 14.7 MeV protons produced by
D – 3 He fusion. Thus, RMFo could provide both a high-efficiency way of extracting energy directly from the
charged fusion products and maintain the center of mass ion energy for the D – 3 He collision near the peak
of its reactivity.4
5.

Superconducting Flux Conservers

Radial confinement is achieved by the coaxial solenoidal field-shaping coil array, commonly termed flux
conservers (FCs). FCs are superconducting rings, evenly spaced along the reactor length. The FCs in the
PFRC-2 employ high-temperature superconducting materials set in a liquid nitrogen cooled copper mandrel.
For a full discussion on the design, construction, and testing of the PFRC-2’s FCs, see Myers.9
6.

Reactor Chamber, Shielding, and Thermal Power Conversion

In designing the reactor chamber, some measures must be taken to promote fracture resistance and accommodate the dimensional alterations that occur given the production of some, even if minimal, neutron
irradiation.10 Therefore, the reactor chamber wall is composed of 20 cm of 10 B4 C neutron shielding, under
one cm of tungsten for X-ray absorption, structural support, and a helium cooling blank. The Bremsstrahlung
can be efficiently removed by flowing helium gas through 10 B4 C heat exchanger tubes containing corrugated
sheets of refractory medium-Z material.11 The Bremsstrahlung heats the high-Z materials to about 2000 K.
With a thermal rejection temperature to space of 625 K, this results in a Carnot efficiency, ηC , of 69%.12
7.

Magnetic Nozzle and Thrust Augmentation

The magnetic nozzle and thrust augmentation system allow directional control of the plasma and control of
the thrust level and exhaust velocity. A magnetic nozzle, as described by Arefiev,13 Tarditi,14 and Cohen,15
redirects the flow from the FRC to free space. Magnetic nozzles have been found to be highly efficient,
especially with weakly magnetized propellants, with ηplume > 85%.16
Thrust is increased by the addition of propellant, increasing mass flow and thrust at the expense of
specific impulse.17 A suitable propellant would be deuterium, which would be injected as a cold gas into
the gas box and from there enter the open-field region. The gas would be ionized quickly, forming a plasma
similar to what is called, in tokamak terminology, a high recycling divertor, or even a detached plasma. The
cold plasma will flow around the outside of the separatrix with electrons picking up energy from the fusion
products and synchrotron radiation as it passes through the OFR. Within the detached plasma regime,
UEDGE simulations have shown efficiencies of at least η=0.8 for propellant flow from the gas box to the
nozzle for our configuration.18
8.

DFD Plasma Parameters

Plasma parameters were chosen by an iterative, self-consistent process. The selected fusion power density
was based on an assumed plasma volume needed to produce the desired power. Then the plasma density and
temperatures needed to produce that power density were selected to be consistent with both the estimated
energy confinement time (1/5 of classical and radiation losses) and the magnetic field capabilities of current
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high-temperature superconductors, incorporating a wide safety margin. The plasma radius was iterated at
this point to provide a safety margin on the energy confinement. Further refinements in the plasma modeling
were performed to reduce neutron wall load. These included increasing the 3 He/D ratio in the plasma and
control of the detailed velocity distributions of the D and 3 He.
Many physics challenges remain before the RMFo -heated FRC can be developed into a practical reactor.
The predictions of excellent energy confinement, stability, efficient electron and ion heating, and current drive
to fusion-relevant temperatures must be validated. Substantial progress has occurred in the first three areas.
In 2010 and 2012, TriAlpha Energy Corp reported near-classical energy confinement time in their FRC.19, 20a
Our reactor needs energy confinement time only 1/5 as long as the classical. In 2007, an RMFo heated FRC22
achieved stable plasma durations 3,000 times longer than predicted by MHD theory.23 By 2012 that record
was extended to over 105 times longer. Finally, theoretical studies by Glasser,24 Landsman,25 and Cohen26
indicate that RMFo will be able to heat plasma electrons and ions to fusion relevant temperatures. These
are promising starts, but much research is needed at higher plasma temperatures and densities and with
burning, i.e., fusing, plasmas.
Table 1. 5 MW fusion engine. Temperatures are approximations for a full non-Maxwellian particle distributions
generated and sustained by the RMFo . The majority of the available electrical power is returned to the RMFo
to heat the plasma. The RF power generation mass is based on commercially available units from.27

Parameter
β
Plasma radius
Plasma length
Axial magnetic field
Ion temperature
e− temperature
Deuterium number density
3
He number density
−
e number density
Masses
Vacuum vessel mass
Magnet mass
RF power generation system mass
Heat rejection system mass
Thermal power conversion system mass
Shielding mass
Total engine mass
Power (Q ≈ 2)
Fusion power
RMFo power
Bremsstrahlung power
Synchrotron power
Neutron power
Waste heat
Available electrical power
Propulsion power

Value
0.85
0.25 m
13.0 m
4.8 T
100.0 keV
300.0 keV
5.3e+13 cm−3
1.6e+14 cm−3
3.7e+14 cm−3
980 kg
693 kg
1050 kg
1013 kg
5790 kg
19055 kg
28581 kg
5.6 MW
2.5 MW
1.3 MW
2.7 MW
2.59 kW
1.5 MW
3.3 MW
2.8 MW

a Classical confinement time occurs for Coulomb collision driven diffusion only. The confinement time of real plasma is often
far less than the classical limit,.21
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3.

Asteroid Threats

Although early scientists suspected that comets and asteroids might be potentially dangerous, the transmission of images from exploratory interplanetary spacecraft of impact craters and scars on other planets
in our solar system began to reveal clues about impact history on Earth.28 Many large impact structures
have been found on Earth, such as the Vredefort Crater in South Africa, the Sudbury Basin in Canada,
the Chicxulub Crater in Mexico, and the Chesapeake Bay impact crater. The Chicxulub impact event temporally coincides with the K-T boundary and mass extinctions, leading many scientists to conclude that a
similar event could cause global devastation in the future.28 Near Earth Objects (NEOs) are classified as
Potentially Hazardous Objects (PHOs) based on the minimum orbit interception distance. If the NEO passes
close enough to the Earth, the potential for real impact may be unknown due to trajectory perturbations
caused by close planetary flybys and limitations on integration accuracy over long simulation times.28 Bodies
identified as PHOs are more closely and carefully monitored until the impact risk is better understood.
Blast waves, fires, craters, earthquakes and tsunamis are all possible impact events.29 Since the large
extinction threatening impacts are statistically far less likely to occur and very small bodies are much
less likely to cause damage on Earth, current disaster management focuses on intermediate sized NEOs
ranging in diameter from a few tens of meters up to several kilometers. Bodies with diameters up to a
few hundred meters are expected to cause blast damage, earthquakes, and fires which would create regional
damage comparable to other recent natural disasters. NEOs with diameters up to one km would likely cause
water vapor injections and ozone loss on a global scale. A two km diameter asteroid impact represents an
approximate threshold between regional and global effects. Bodies sized at a few km would likely cause dust
and sulfate levels high enough to interrupt photosynthesis cycles, and the reentering ejecta would set large
scale fires. Events corresponding to bodies with diameters greater than 10 km would likely cause global
effects that would result in mass extinction.30
The Torino scale, used to indicate the potential risk associated with an Earth orbit crossing a NEO, is
both numbered and color coded to indicate the threat rating. Events that are likely to have no consequences
are colored white and given a threat level of zero. Any event that merits careful consideration is colored
green and labeled one. Events meriting concern are yellow and numbered two through four, and threatening
events are colored orange and numbered five through seven. Certain collisions are colored red and number
eight through ten depending on the devastation levels expected.30
1.

Asteroid Rotation

Figure 2 gives rotation rates of Near Earth Objects. Spin rates are as high as 1000 revolutions per day.

Figure 2. Rotation rates of near earth objects.31
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Asteroid rotation presents a challenge to any method that applies a force to the asteroid. Asteroids that
are rotating will not be in a simple spin. This means that the thruster can only be turned on when the thrust
vector is aligned with the desired inertial direction. The gimbal mechanism descxribed above can partially
alleviate this problem and potentially permits the application of a torque to slow the asteroid rotation rate
while the thruster also applies a force. Further studies of asteroid rotation are required to see whether this
is viable.

4.
1.

Mission Design

Asteroid Deflection Spacecraft

The asteroid deflection spacecraft is shown in Figure 3. The guidance, navigation and control system is
discussed in reference 32, and the spacecraft is discussed in reference 5. The asteroid interface consists of
three screws on a double gimbaled platform. The design is conceptual. The screws anchor the spacecraft onto
the asteroid. The images show one screw partially deployed. The final design of the anchoring mechanism
would depend on the nature of the asteroid material, and several types of anchors might be required.
The thrust vector direction is controlled by the gimbals and they can be used for attitude control of the
asteroid/spacecraft combination. Because the DFD produces power along with thrust the gimbals can be
high power and are not limited by the sun vector or asteroid shadowing of the sun.

Figure 3. The Asteroid Deflection Spacecraft. The exploded view shows the central truss.
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2.

Concept of Operations

The spacecraft are based on a standard transfer vehicle for robotic missions. The spacecraft are maintained
in low earth orbit at a DFD powered space station shown in Figure 4. They are used for a variety of missions
and none are dedicated to asteroid deflection,which would be a very rare event.

Figure 4. DFD powered space station.

Upon detection of an asteroid that has a high probability of hitting the earth, multiple transfer vehicles
are configured with asteroid interface modules. It then spirals out of earth orbit and heads to the asteroid.
Upon reaching the asteroid it lands on the asteroid and attaches using its interface module. The initial
landing point is based on an estimate of the asteroid center-of-mass. A test burn is conducted and estimates
made of the location of the asteroid center-of-mass is refined. The vehicle will then either reorient or possibly
move to a new location. The idea is to have the engine fire through the asteroid center-of-mass along the
desired velocity change direction.
3.

Transfer to the Asteroid

Transfer is achieved using a modified Lambert law. Lambert’s law assumes impulsive changes in velocity.
With the modified Lambert’s law we burn at a constant acceleration for several days both at the departure
point and intercept point. This has little effect on the total required velocity change. The following plot
displays the required ∆V to transfer to Apophis for a number of times of flight given an Earth departure
date of April 13, 2027; two years prior to the 2029 close approach. This date is selected to allow time to
transfer to the asteroid and perform the one year deflection maneuver.
The cost drops to less than 10 km/s and levels off once the time of flight surpasses 270 days. Although
the transfer cost of reaching the asteroid is higher for shorter times of flight, the earlier arrival will afford
more time to maneuver and will therefore require less Delta-v to perform the deflection. Maneuver deflection
maneuvers are studied in the next section.
4.

Competing Approaches to Asteroid Deflection

Asteroid deflection has been studied extensively.33 Several methods have been proposed, but most can be
placed into one of two categories: 1) instant kinetic impact or 2) perpetual thrust. In the former case, the
asteroid velocity is changed due to the momentum transfer from a high relative velocity impact with the
sacrificial spacecraft. In the latter case, the spacecraft acts as a tug boat of sorts, imparting an acceleration on
the asteroid over time to gradually change its velocity. The kinetic impactor approach, while arguably simple
in its conception, actually imposes significant complexity on the spacecraft design. Since the spacecraft mass
is so much smaller than that of the asteroid, a correspondingly large relative velocity is necessary in order
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Figure 5. Delta v requirement as a function of TOF to transfer to Apophis given a departure date of April
13, 2027, two years prior to the near Earth pass.

to impart a significant momentum transfer. Furthermore, the spacecraft would have to impact very near
to the center of mass of the asteroid. This presents an enormous challenge for the navigation and guidance
systems, as it would have to accurately strike the asteroid while closing at extremely high speed, e.g. 30-60
km/s.
In this analysis, we consider the tug-boat method, where the spacecraft applies thrust over an extended
period of time by anchoring itself to the asteroid. The goal is to gradually nudge the asteroid orbit over time
so that we create the maximum separation distance (in some desired direction) at the predicted encounter
time. Note that for the encounter, we want to avoid both a collision with Earth now as well as a future
collision during the next encounter. In practice, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to compute a region
called a keyhole; if the asteroid passes through the keyhole then there is a high probability of a collision in
the next encounter.
5.

Encounter Geometry

A diagram of the encounter geometry is shown in Figure 6. This illustration of the asteroid trajectory
is shown in an Earth-centered coordinate system. We follow the traditional approach for modeling the
encounter, where the original unperturbed asteroid trajectory (not perturbed by Earth’s gravity) approaches
Earth along an asymptotic line. The direction of this line is simply the relative velocity of the asteroid with
respect to Earth in the inertial heliocentric frame. The predicted closest point of approach occurs at distance
b from Earth’s center. The vector from Earth to the closest point of approach is called the “b-vector”. The
so-called “b-plane” contains the b-vector and is perpendicular to the incoming asymptote.
We now consider the 2029 encounter of Apophis with Earth, using the latest ephemeris from JPL Horizons.
A plot of the b-plane encounter is shown in Figure 7. This agrees closely with the b-plane plot shown by
Izzo34 from 2005. Analysis of this plot tells us which direction we should try to move at the encounter time.
In this case, the asteroid is predicted to miss the Earth. Recall, though, that the b point is computed without
considering the effect of Earth’s gravity. If the b point were to lie inside the expanded Earth radius (dashed
line), it means the real trajectory would be perturbed enough by Earth’s gravity that it would actually hit
Earth.
The goal is to move the asteroid so that its uncertainty ellipsoid avoids both Earth and the keyhole region.
It is particularly interesting to note the direction of the asteroid’s along-track velocity. For this encounter, it
is oriented along the negative z-axis of the b-plane. For a given amount of fuel, the spacecraft can move the
furthest in the along-track direction. This is also, however, the largest dimension of the uncertainty ellipsoid.
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Figure 6. b-Plane Diagram. Illustrates the geometry of the encounter as the relative velocity vector intersects
the b-Plane. The plane includes the line from Earth to the predicted closest point of approach, and it is
perpendicular to the incoming asymptote.

For a given encounter, we should consider where the b point is with respect to Earth and the keyhole region,
as well as the size of the uncertainty ellipsoid, and choose the best direction to maneuver.
6.

Asteroid Deflection Maneuver

With several DFD engines attached to different places around the asteroid, we can apply thrust in any
direction. For a given thrust T , the imparted acceleration over time is:
a(t) =

T
T
=
mA + mS (t)
mA + mS (0) − ṁ × t

(4)

where mA is the asteroid mass, mS (t) is the time-varying spacecraft mass, and ṁ is the mass flow rate.
Because the mass of the spacecraft is negligible compared to the mass of the asteroid, this effectively gives
us a constant mass system during the deflection maneuver. The magnitude of the acceleration is therefore
just varied directly with the thrust, and may be expressed as:
a=

T
mA

(5)

With the DFD engine, the thrust is related to the exhaust velocity and power according to the equation:
T =

2P η
uE

(6)

This means that for a given power, we can achieve higher thrust at the expense of reduced exhaust velocity.
Making this trade-off will increase the mass flow rate, though, since:
ṁ =

T
uE
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Figure 7. b-Plane plot of the Earth-Apophis encounter in 2029.

Using (6) to express uE in terms of thrust and power, the mass flow rate expression becomes:
ṁ =

T2
2P η

(8)

This shows that while we can increase the thrust to impart higher accelerations, it causes the propellant to
be consumed much more quickly.
To compute the deflection maneuver, we model the relative orbit dynamics of the asteroid using Gauss’
variational equations (GVE).35 The well-known GVE continuous-time dynamics relate the applied acceleration in a local reference frame to the instantaneous rate of change in the orbital elements.
We discretize the dynamics at a finite number of points along the trajectory using a zero-order hold
sample. This allows us to create a discrete linear time-varying system that defines the orbital element
differences δe over times tk ∈ [t0 , tN ] as a linear function of the applied accelerations uk . This approach has
been used by Princeton Satellite Systems in several different types of formation flying and collision avoidance
maneuver examples.36–38
It is instructive to consider two separate problems. In the first problem, we seek to maximize the separation distance at the time of impact, subject to a constraint on the total ∆V applied. This problem is
formulated as follows:
Problem 1: Maximize Separation with Limited Delta V
Maximize
Subject to

q T δe
N
X

(9)

(|uj (1)| + |uj (2)| + |uj (3)|) ∆Tj ≤ ∆Vmax

j=1

0 ≤ ũ ≤ umax
where ∆Tj is the duration of the j th time step, and the vector ũ is the stacked set of accelerations uk over
time points k = 1, . . . , N . The vector q is the linear combination of orbital element differences that aligns
the relative state in the desired spatial direction in the Hills coordinate frame. We choose the along-track
direction as it permits the largest change in distance for a given amount of ∆V .
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An alternate approach is to impose a minimum separation distance dmin at the time of impact, and meet
that constraint in a way that minimizes the total ∆V applied. This approach can also take into account the
initial state covariance C of the asteroid when defining the separation constraint. The new robust problem
formulation is expressed as:
Problem 2: Minimize Delta V with Robust Avoidance Constraint
N
X

Minimize

∆Tj (|uj (1)| + |uj (2)| + |uj (3)|)

(10)

j=1

q T Gk ũ ≥ dmin + ∆dunc

Subject to

i = 1, . . . , M

0 ≤ ũ ≤ umax
where ∆dmin = ||q T HN C|| is computed as the worst-case realization of the initial state (with covariance C)
in the direction of our avoidance constraint at the final point, k = N .
7.

Analysis of Deflection Capability

We can use the optimal maneuver planning algorithms to gain some insight into the size and number of
spacecraft needed to achieve a desired deflection. For a given maximum Delta-V and maximum thrust value,
we compute the corresponding maximum separation distance that can be achieved as well as the mass of fuel
consumed. Results for a Delta-V range of 0.1 to 1.0 m/s are displayed in Fig. 8. A similar plot is shown in
Fig. 9 for a smaller Delta-V range of 0.01 to 0.1 m/s. Note that this is the Delta-V imparted to the asteroid,
which is of course much smaller than the propulsion system Delta-V capability due to the large asteroid
mass.
7
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Figure 8. Separation distance achieved for a given fuel mass and thrust. This is applied to an Apophis-like
orbit for an asteroid half the size of Apophis. The maneuver starts one year before the encounter.

Fig. 8 and 9 plot the relative distance achieved at the impact time against the required fuel mass. Each
curve represents a different ∆V . The trends show that the separation distance increases monotonically with
the fuel mass, as we would expect, but they also indicate a law of diminishing returns. Once the maximum
thrust increases past about 0.5 kN, the increase in separation distance becomes negligible. This knee in the
curve occurs at the same point for each ∆V value. This provides valuable insight, as it suggests a maximum
thrust near 0.5 kN will provide the best performance for this deflection mission.
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Figure 9. Separation distance achieved for a given fuel mass and thrust. This is the same analysis as shown
in Figure 8 but over a smaller range of ∆V .

8.

Earth Sphere of Influence

Another interesting aspect to consider is at what point during the approach does the gravitational effects
of the Earth begin to take an important role in defining the Apophis trajectory. For the majority of the
Apophis orbit considered, the gravitational acceleration due to the Sun is the primary influence on the orbital
motion of the asteroid. Within some sphere of influence, the gravitational pull on Apophis from the Earth
will exceed that of the Sun. At the time of impact, the gravitational acceleration imparted on Apophis
by the Sun is approximately 5.89 · 10−6 km/s2 . To have the same magnitude of acceleration from Earth’s
gravity, the asteroid would have to be 260,000 km away from Earth, or approximately 20 Earth diameters.
By this point, the analysis should include Earth as the central body with the Sun gravitation force modeled
as a perturbation. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Boundary of Red Sphere:
Acceleration perturbation due to
Earth gravity = 1/10th Sun
gravitational pull

Boundary of Teal Sphere:
Acceleration perturbation due to
Earth gravity = Sun gravitational
pull

Earth
Trajectory

130Re
Earth

40Re

Apophis

Sun

Apophis
Trajectory

Figure 10. Earth Sphere of Influence relative to the Apophis trajectory
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The relative velocity of Apophis with respect to the Earth at impact is 5.5 km/s and it takes 12.8 hours
to go 20 Earth diameters at that speed. Thus, over the 365 days of the maneuver, only the last 1/2 day
is the Earth close enough to dominate the gravitational acceleration. If we reduce the threshold to 1/10
that of sun’s acceleration, the distance is 65 Earth diameters, which corresponds to the last 42 hours of the
trajectory prior to impact.

5.

Example Mission

The example mission is for an asteroid one-half the size Apophis. A CAD model of the asteroid is shown
in Figure 11. Using this geometric representation of the asteroid surface, and assuming a uniform mass
density, we have modeled the structure as a tetrahedral mesh to numerically compute the mass distribution
and moment of inertia. The length of the asteroid is 160 m, and we find that the mass is 3.3737 × 109 kg.

Figure 11. Apophis.

Since the asteroid is not predicted to hit the earth, we perturb it slightly in order to force an artificial
collision. The osculating orbital elements of Apophis are computed from the JPL Horizons online serviceb
for April 13, 2028 – one year prior to the close encounter. These are given in Table 2, along with the modified
elements that produce a collision with Earth. The semi-major axis is in units of AU and the angles are in
degrees.
Table 2. Orbital elements for Apophis and a modified set to force a collision.

Apophis
Modified

1.

Semi-major axis
0.9224
0.9224

Inc.
3.835
3.238

Right Asc.
203.858
203.801

Arg. of Perigee
126.738
127.712

Eccentricity
0.1911
0.1804

Mean Anom.
-153.782
-105.940

Maximize Separation

We first plan an avoidance maneuver according to Problem 1, maximizing the along-track distance at the
time of impact. The goal is to move at least two Earth radii. The maneuver begins 365 days prior to the
encounter, as in the previous analysis. Using Fig. 8 as a guide, we find 2 Earth radii on the vertical axis and
find that a ∆V of 0.3 m/s is required. The knee of the curve is reached at about 0.5 kN, which we choose as
our maximum thrust. We therefore set ∆Vmax = 3 × 10−4 km/s and umax = 0.5 kN and solve Problem (9).
The optimal control history is shown in Fig. 12, along with the relative trajectory (about its nominal
orbit) in the Hills coordinate frame. For this scenario, the optimal solution is to apply thrust purely in the
b http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons
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along-track direction. As Fig. 12 shows, this occurs over a period of 23 days beginning on day 97 after the
start of the maneuver. This time period is centered around the perigee of the asteroid’s orbit, where it is
most effective to generate along-track drift.
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Figure 12. Optimal control and position history for the example deflection maneuver, Problem 1.

2.

Minimize Delta-V with Directional Separation Constraints

We now plan a different avoidance maneuver, this time according to Problem 2. Again the maneuver begins
365 days prior to the encounter. In this case our objective is to minimize the total Delta-V consumed subject
to the constraint that we achieve a desired separation distance along a given direction. Furthermore, we
introduce the covariance associated with the initial state so that the constraint satisfaction is guaranteed to
be robust to this bounded uncertainty. In this example we consider the original Earth-Apophis encounter in
2029, using the osculating orbital elements of Apophis that are obtained via JPL Horizons.
A plot of the b-plane encounter is shown in Fig. 13. The green circle represents the original, or unperturbed, closest point of approach (CPA). We apply an initial state uncertainty in the orbital element
differences, where the semi-major axis error is ±5, 000 km, and the remaining angles and eccentricity have
an error of ±1E-05. We perform a Monte Carlo simulation, generating random initial relative states within
these bounds and then propagating forward to the encounter time to produce the red scatter plot. This clearly
shows an elliptical region, which is equivalent to the projection of the covariance ellipsoid onto b-plane.
A simple rectangular keyhole region is used here for the sake of example. Of course, the true keyhole
region would take on some other shape in this plane, but our approach works for any keyhole shape. Our
goal is to plan the deflection maneuver so that the entire uncertainty ellipse avoids both the keyhole region
and the Earth focus. For this particular geometry, we consider two alternate directions to move. The first
option is to move along the vertical ζ axis, which as discussed before is primarily aligned with the asteroid’s
along-track axis. The second option is to move along the horizontal ξ axis, which is primarily along the
asteroid’s cross-track axis. In each case, the separation constraint is simply for the terminal relative state to
lie on one particular side of the keyhole box. Additionally, the constraint formulation automatically accounts
for the worst-case state uncertainty so that it is guaranteed to be satisfied for any set of orbital elements
within these bounds.
As Fig. 13 shows, the asteroid will have to be moved about 1.5 Earth radii in ζ direction to avoid
the keyhole, and about 2 Earth radii in the ξ direction. The Delta-V to move along ζ is just 0.15 m/s,
compared to 3.0 m/s for a comparable distance in ξ. As expected it is much easier to move the asteroid in
the along-track direction.
The optimal control and position histories associated with the ξ-direction maneuver (cross-track) are
shown in Fig. 14. In this case, the optimal solution is to apply thrust purely in the ± cross-track direction
at certain times in the orbit. As Fig. 14 shows, there are three periods of time where the thrust is applied.
These periods occur over the first 25 days, then again from about day 75 to day 125, and once more from
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Figure 13. b-Plane plot of the Earth-Apophis encounter in 2029 with an example keyhole. The red scatter
plot illustrates the bounded region of b-plane intercept points subject to initial state covariance in the relative
orbital elements 1-year prior to encounter.

about day 200 to day 300. The timing and direction of the burns are chosen by the optimization such that
the larges changes in inclination and right ascension are attained for a given Delta-V.

6.

Conclusion

As we continue to study our near-Earth environment in space, we will continue to discover the presence
of more and more asteroids. We know that, over time, large asteroid impacts have caused major climate
changes, and smaller impacts have created tidal waves or destroyed large areas. Those that pose the biggest
danger are easy to detect, while those that are too hard to find are typically too small to present a significant
risk. However, there is a wide range of asteroid sizes (e.g. 30 m to 1 km) that are both too small to guarantee
early detection, yet also large enough to incur major regional damage if they were hit Earth. This class of
asteroid may be discovered too late to employ an ideal deflection mission, which requires advanced warning
of several years.
In this paper, we have presented the Direct Fusion Drive (DFD) as a candidate future technology that
could be used to deflect medium-size asteroids with just one year of warning. Under ongoing development
at PPPL, the DFD design applies a field-reversed configuration (FRC) with several innovations to create
a compact, light-weight engine that can yield high exhaust velocity with moderate thrust. The next test
reactor, PFRC-3, will work at higher temperatures and pressures prior to the fourth test reactor that will
achieve a burning plasma. Additional work is needed on low-mass neutron shielding, superconducting coils,
refrigerators and heat engines that compose the balance of plant.
We examined the general geometry of asteroid encounters, and developed a maneuvering strategy that
uses relative orbit dynamics in a model predictive framework in order to achieve desired relative position
criteria at the encounter time. This approach used Gauss’ variational equations to model the relative orbit
dynamics and linearized the system at discrete points along the trajectory, allowing the maneuver problem to
be posed as a high-dimensional linear program with terminal costs, control costs, and terminal constraints.
Considering the 2029 Apophis encounter as an example, and using the DFD as our propulsion system, we
developed optimal deflection maneuvers over a range of Delta-V budgets and considered a range of maximum
thrust values to explore the trade space. Example maneuvers were presented that avoid both the Earth focus
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Figure 14. Optimal control history and position history for the example deflection maneuver, Problem 2.

and the keyhole region, and take into account initial state uncertainty so that the avoidance constraints are
satisfied robustly.
Future work will be to examine the impact of state uncertainty and disturbances on the maneuver performance. Further design of the asteroid interface must also be performed, accounting for known and potential
asteroid compositions. A system-level trade study should be undertaken to compare the effectiveness of
our solid-mating approach to one that impinges the thrust plume on the asteroid without any physical
attachment. Additional work on de-spinning strategies is also required.
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